
 

 

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTE

 
A meeting of the Environment
the Council Chamber, Ebley 

 

Please Note: This meeting will be filmed for live or subsequent broadcast via the 
Council’s internet site (www.stroud.gov.uk
consenting to being filmed.  The whole of the meeting will be filmed except where there 
are confidential or exempt items, which may need to be considered in the absence of the 
press and public.   

 

 
1 APOLOGIES 

To receive apologies of absence.
 

 
2 DECLARATIONS OF INTE

To receive declarations of interest.
 

 
3 MINUTES - 31 MARCH 2016

To approve the Minutes of the meeting held on 31 March 2016.
 

 
4 PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

The Chair of the Committee will answer any questions from members of the 
public, submitted in accordance with the Council's procedures.
 
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF QUESTIONS
Noon on Monday 13 June 2016.
 
Questions must be submitted in
Services, Ebley Mill, Ebley Wharf, Stroud, and sent by post or by Email: 
democratic.services@stroud.gov.uk
 

 
5 WORK PROGRAMME

To consider the Committee's Work Programme for 2016/17.
 

 

  
ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 

Environment Committee will be held on THURSDAY, 16 JUNE 20
the Council Chamber, Ebley Mill, Ebley Wharf, Stroud at 19:00. 

 

David Hagg 
Chief Executive 

This meeting will be filmed for live or subsequent broadcast via the 
www.stroud.gov.uk).  By entering the Council Chamber you are 

consenting to being filmed.  The whole of the meeting will be filmed except where there 
are confidential or exempt items, which may need to be considered in the absence of the 
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To receive apologies of absence. 

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
To receive declarations of interest. 

31 MARCH 2016 
To approve the Minutes of the meeting held on 31 March 2016.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME 
The Chair of the Committee will answer any questions from members of the 
public, submitted in accordance with the Council's procedures.

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF QUESTIONS 
Monday 13 June 2016. 

Questions must be submitted in writing to the Chief Executive, Democratic 
Services, Ebley Mill, Ebley Wharf, Stroud, and sent by post or by Email: 
democratic.services@stroud.gov.uk.    
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The Chair of the Committee will answer any questions from members of the 
public, submitted in accordance with the Council's procedures. 
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To consider the Committee's Work Programme for 2016/17. 
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Environment Committee  Agenda Published: 02 June 2016 

 

 
Members of Environment Committee 

 
Councillor Simon Pickering (Chair)  Councillor Sue Reed  
Councillor Paul Denney (Vice-Chair)  Councillor Haydn Sutton  
Councillor Chris Brine  Councillor Brian Tipper  
Councillor Jim Dewey  Councillor Jessica Tomblin  
Councillor Chas Fellows  Councillor Ken Tucker  
Councillor Skeena Rathor  Councillor Tim Williams  

 

6 APP0INTMENT OF PERFORMANCE MONITORING REPRESENTATIVES 
To appoint two Members of the Committee to attend quarterly performance 
monitoring meetings. 
 

 
7 NOMINATIONS FOR OUTSIDE BODIES 2016-17 

To appoint Members to represent the Council, as set out in the schedule. 
 

 
8 EASTINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - PROGRESS TO REFERENDUM 

To inform the committee of progress regarding the Eastington Neighbourhood 
Plan. 
 

 
9 STROUD TOWN CENTRE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - PROGRESS TO 

REFERENDUM 
To inform the committee of progress regarding the Stroud Town Centre 
Neighbourhood Plan. 
 

 
10 WHITESHILL & RUSCOMBE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - PROGRESS TO 

REFERENDUM 
To inform the committee of progress regarding the Whiteshill and Ruscombe 
Neighbourhood Plan. 
 

 
11 NAILSWORTH COMMUNITY RIGHT TO BUILD ORDER (CRTBO) 

To inform the committee of progress regarding Nailsworth CRTBO. 
 

 
12 COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL) DRAFT CHARGING 

SCHEDULE UPDATE 
To agree submission of a draft CIL charging schedule for examination. 
 

 
13 MEMBERS' QUESTIONS 

See Agenda Item 4 for deadline for submission. 
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ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

31 March 2016 

 
7.00 pm – 8.40 pm 

Council Chamber, Ebley Mill, Stroud 

 

Minutes 

3 
 
Membership: 
Councillor Simon Pickering** P Councillor Chas Fellows P 
Councillor Paul Denney * A Councillor Colin Fryer P 
Councillor Liz Ashton A Councillor Haydn Sutton P 
Councillor Tim Boxall A Councillor Brian Tipper P 
Councillor Kevin Cranston A Councillor Ken Tucker P 
Councillor Julie Douglass P Councillor Tim Williams P 
    
** = Chair * = Vice Chair                     P = Present A = Absent 
 
Other Member In attendance 
Councillor Karon Cross 
 
Officers in Attendance  
Strategic Head (Development Services) Environmental Protection Manager 
Planning Strategy Manager Private Sector Housing Manager 
Policy Implementation Manager Principal Environmental Health Officer 
Senior Policy Officer Democratic Services Officer 
 
EC.032 APOLOGIES 
 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Liz Ashton, Tim Boxall, Kevin 
Cranston and Paul Denney. 
 
EC.033 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 
EC.034 MINUTES 
 
RESOLVED That the Minutes of the Meeting held on 17 December 2015 

are approved as a correct record and signed by the Chair. 
 
EC.035 PUBLIC QUESTION TIME 
 
There were none. 
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EC.036 STROUD DISTRICT COUNCIL AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
 
The Senior Policy Officer outlined the above report which formed a view of the costs 
and benefits of using electric vehicles in the managed fleet.  An in depth review to 
explore all options was required.  The role of the vehicle would have to be an 
important factor, together with the load, terrain and number of passengers. 
 
The Chair moved an amendment to add the words “look at electric cycles” into the 
decision box because this would reduce road congestion.  Councillor Brian Tipper 
also moved a further amendment to add the words “and hybrid vehicles”.  All 
Members agreed these amendments. 
 
RESOLVED  To request that the Energy Savings Trust reviews the 

current lease/ownership arrangements for all SDC fleet 
vehicles to include the benefits and costs of using electric 
vehicles and hybrid vehicles in further improving the 
Council’s environmental performance and this review will 
also include electric cycles. 

 
EC.037 OUTLINE ASSESSMENT OF THE OPPORTUNITY FOR 

STROUD DISTRICT COUNCIL TO DEVELOP A COMMUNITY 
ENERGY GRANT/LOAN SCHEME 

 
The Strategic Head (Development Services) informed members of the potential for 
the setting up of a Stroud District Council Community Energy Grant/Loan Scheme, 
the options available and likely resources required to investigate this further. 
 
In response to Members’ questions it was confirmed that there was no defined 
budget for this project and if the Council did offer loans it would ideally need to be 
with interest. 
 
RESOLVED That the opportunities for the establishment of a financial 

support mechanism specifically to support community 
energy projects are limited and that any opportunities for 
investment should be considered on their own individual 
business case merits. 

 
EC.038 COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL) DRAFT 

CHARGING SCHEDULE 
 
The Planning Strategy Manager outlined the above report to approve a draft CIL 
charging schedule for public consultation.  He highlighted an error in paragraph 3.4 
(page 18), third line down on the table which should have read “Residential 
(excluding older people’s housing), and not the word “including”.  A further report 
would be presented to Committee after consultation had taken place.  An 
independent examination would take place later in the year when the examiner 
would test the evidence.  A recommendation to Council for adoption is expected by 
the end of the year. 
 
In response to Members’ questions the following was confirmed:- 
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 All of the persons who had made submissions during the preliminary draft 
charging schedule consultation period would receive a response reflecting the 
agreed changes to the draft charging schedule. 

 Employment development was not viable with CIL and therefore no CIL would 
be charged. 

 To maintain flexibility there should be discretionary relief, the details of which 
would be set out before the examination. 

 The instalments policy included reasonable time limits dependent upon the 
size of the site.  The policy had been subject to viability testing.  Once a 
trigger point was reached the CIL charge for infrastructure would come on 
stream. 

 The use of CIL for canal infrastructure would include maintenance funding. 
 
RESOLVED To approve the Draft CIL Charging Schedule set out in 

Appendix A for publication for the purposes of public 
consultation. 

 
EC.039 PLANNING OBLIGATIONS SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING 

DOCUMENT (SPD) 
 
The Planning Strategy Manager outlined the above report to approve draft Planning 
Obligations SPD for public consultation.  Section 106 Agreements were required to 
deliver onsite infrastructure and affordable housing.  A consultation period of 6 
weeks would run in parallel with consultation on the CIL Draft Charging Schedule 
and then responses would be brought back in a further report to Committee. 
 
A discussion ensued regarding affordable housing.  The Policy Implementation 
Manager confirmed that there was a need for affordable housing throughout the 
district.  If a site was suitable for housing it was also suitable for affordable housing.  
The prospective tenants would be aware of the transport links and other amenities 
prior to occupation.  Rural exception sites are supported by national policy and 
occupants have to have a local connection to the area to qualify.  The majority of 
affordable housing was located within larger developments. 
 
RESOLVED To approve the Draft Planning Obligations SPD set out in 

Appendix A for the purposes of public consultation. 
 
EC.040 UPDATE ON AIR QUALITY IN STROUD DISTRICT 
 
The Environmental Protection Manager outlined the background to the report and 
also provided an update on the current position regarding air quality within the 
Stroud District.   
 
The following responses were made to Members’ questions:- 
 

 The assumptions on the environmental information relating to Javelin Park 
had been reviewed and the Council was in broad agreement with their 
findings. 

 The Environment Agency was the regulatory authority for the entire operation 
at Javelin Park. 
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RESOLVED a. To endorse the Council’s Air Quality Updating and 
Screening Assessment submitted to DEFRA; and 

 b. To note and support the approach taken with respect 
to Local Air Quality Management requirements as set 
out in the report. 

 
EC.041 BID FOR EUROPEAN STRUCTURAL INVESTMENT FUNDS 

(ESIF) TO EXTEND THE RURAL SUDS PROJECT 
COUNTRYWIDE 

 
The Private Sector Housing Manager outlined the above report confirming an 
amendment in the decision box for the deletion of the words in brackets in the 
recommendation to Strategy and Resources Committee. 
 
Work was being carried out countywide to engage with both large and small 
landowners to disseminate information. 
 
RESOLVED a. Submit a bid for £600,000 for ESIF funding to extend 

the Rural SuDS project Countywide. 
b. Delegate authority to the Strategic Head 

(Development Services) with regard to delivering a 
successful bid project. 

 
RECOMMENDED 
TO STRATEGY 
AND RESOURCES 
COMMITTEE 

£50,000 of matched funding be set aside to support the 
wider bid to ESIF. 

 
EC.042 HYDRO PROJECT UPDATE 
 
The Strategic Head (Development Services) provided members with a verbal update 
on the above project following a detailed study.  The estimated initial cost of 
£325,600 excluded fish passes, landscaping and turbine housing.  The estimated 
return was 4.7%, but this reduced to 4% once a reasonable estimation of additional 
costs was included.  All potential investment opportunities would be discussed under 
delegated authority with the Chair and the Strategic Head (Finance and Business 
Services).  If the scheme were to go ahead there would be no negative impact on 
water quality and it may promote other landowners to follow the Council’s lead. 
 
EC.043 MEMBERS’ QUESTIONS 
 
There were none. 
 
The meeting ended at 8.40 pm. 
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Environment Committee - Outside Bodies 2016-17 
 

1. Berkeley Nuclear Stakeholders 
The overarching purpose of the Site Stakeholder Group is to be the prime interface 
between the community, the site operator and the Nuclear Decommissioning 
Authority. 
 
Current Member: Vacant 
 

2. Lower Severn Drainage Board 
The Lower Severn Internal Drainage Board, (LSIDB) within the Stroud District 
Council area covers the catchment areas of the Rivers Severn, Cam, Frome and 
Little Avon. 
 
It’s responsibilities lie primarily with the small streams, rhynes and large ditches that 
connect to these larger rivers, for example, the large roadside ditches in the village 
of Saul. The rivers are the responsibility of the Environment Agency, (EA). Smaller 
ditches that might feed into those maintained by the LSIDB are the responsibility of 
the Riparian Landowners.  The LSIDB cuts reeds and overgrowth from 
approximately July onwards in the watercourses it maintains, the EA is responsible 
for the outfall flaps into the larger rivers. LSIDB has installed and maintains in the 
Severnside villages of Elmore, Longney and Epney, and Fretherne with Saul, with 
financial help from FwS Parish Council for theirs, pumps that cut in during times of 
excessive rainfall, to ensure that as far as possible, those villages remain free from 
flooding. These pumps discharge excess water into the main rivers. It also deals with 
blocked culverts and their renewal if necessary, and the like. 
 
The Board’s Headquarters is at Oldbury Naite in South Gloucestershire. The Board 
is made up of elected members from within its total catchment area, and nominated 
members of the Councils within that same area. Nominated Members have to be 
more than those elected.  It has two full time engineers, a staff of tractor, dredger 
and reed cutter operatives, along with their Supervisor, with back up office staff, co-
ordinated by the Clerk. There is also a Responsible Financial Officer, and a Head of 
Governance, both of which work part-time for the Board. The Full Board meets five 
times annually, the Chairman, and Vice Chairman being elected annually at the 
AGM. There are also sub-committees, which report back to full board meetings, and 
cover Finance and General Purposes, Engineering and Purchases of new 
Equipment when necessary. 
 
The Board’s funding comes from Levies from the public within the area of 
responsibility, from Councils and from the Rate Support Grant. The LSIDB belongs 
to the Association of Drainage Authorities, (ADA).  Further information can be 
obtained at www.lowersevernidb.org.uk  
 

Current Member: Councillor John Jones 
 

3. Minchinhampton and Rodborough Common Local Management Committee 
The Committee plans the maintenance of the commons in conjunction with graziers.  
The Local Management Committee is now part of the National Trust.  This is a two 
year term of office 2014/15 – 2015/16. 
 
Current Member: Councillor Nick Hurst 
  Page 7 of 36
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4. Wessex Water 
Wessex Water has a customer and community liaison panel.  Previous 
representatives reported back that Wessex Water as a company was very receptive 
and applauded their engagement with councils, businesses and the public. 
 
Current Member:  Vacancy 
 

5. Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) 
Manages the AONB within the statutory powers granted by the Secretary of State. 
 
Current Member: Councillor Nick Hurst 
 

6. Tyndale Monument Charity 
The charity was set up to repair and maintain Tyndale Monument which is a tower 
constructed in 1866 on a hill at North Nibley.  It was built in honour of William 
Tyndale, a translator of the New Testament, who is believed to have been born at 
North Nibley.   
 
Current Member: Councillor Ken Tucker 
 

7. Stroud Valleys Project Board 
Originally founded in 1988 to help protect the industrial heritage of Stroud and its five 
valleys, SVP has established its reputation since then for its work with local 
community groups and volunteers: helping, inspiring and training them to discover 
and nurture the wildlife and green spaces on their doorsteps.  In this way, it is 
opening up opportunities for a much wider group of people to become involved in 
environmental improvement, reaching out to young and old, as well as to those 
previously cut off from such activities by disadvantage or disability. 
 
Current Member: Councillor Nigel Cooper 

 
8. The Rural SUDS Steering Group 

The objective of the Rural SuDS projects is to create a river catchment where water 
management is fully integrated into land management practices.  Where public 
bodies, private companies and local communities work together to manage water 
within the landscape, creating valuable habitat for wildlife and people, and limiting 
flood risk downstream’. 
 
Current Member: Councillor Simon Pickering 
 

9. Task and Finish Group – Multi Service Contract 
 Current Members: Councillors Simon Pickering, Paul Hemming, Chris Brine and 

Keith Pearson. 
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STROUD DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

16 JUNE 2016 

AGENDA 
ITEM NO 

 

8 
 

Report Title EASTINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN: 
PROGRESS TO REFERENDUM 

Purpose of Report To inform councillors of progress regarding the 
Eastington Neighbourhood Plan (ENDP)  
 

Decision(s) The Committee RESOLVES: 
1. to accept all recommended modifications 

of the Examiner’s Report (Appendix A)  
2. that  ‘the plan’, as modified, meets the 

basic conditions, is compatible with the 
Convention rights, complies with the 
definition of a neighbourhood 
development plan (NDP) and the 
provisions that can be made by a NDP; 
and 

3. to take all appropriate actions to progress 
the plan to referendum on the 11 of 
August 2016;  
 

Consultation and 
Feedback 

The ENDP has been through two statutory 
consultations, Eastington Parish Council undertook 
a pre-submission consultation (Regulation 14) from 
1st May to 12th June 2015 and the Council undertook 
a post-submission consultation (Regulation 16) from 
20th January to 2nd March 2016. Both consultations 
lasted no less than the six weeks required by the 
regulations. 
Eastington Parish Council considered the comments 
received during the Regulation 14 consultation and 
made changes to the plan. The comments received 
during the Council’s Regulation 16 consultation were 
provided to the examiner of the plan who considered 
them during the examination. 
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Financial Implications 
and Risk Assessment 
 

The Government issued guidance in October 2014 
indicating that funding of £12m was available to 
local planning authorities to help them meet the cost 
of their responsibilities around Neighbourhood 
Planning.  A total of £20,000 can be claimed for 
each NP area.  This single payment will be made 
once a date is set for a referendum, following a 
successful examination.  
If Committee resolves to accept the examiner’s 
report and progress the plan to referendum, 
potential funding of £20,000 would be available. Any 
costs incurred in excess of this will have to be borne 
by the council.” 
 
David Stanley – Accountancy Manager 
Tel: 01453 754100 
Email: david.stanley@stroud.gov.uk 

Legal Implications 
 

The report and recommendations outline the current 
legal position with regard to the next stage in the 
process. The Council’s discretion with regard to 
proceeding to a referendum or otherwise  is strictly 
limited by statute and in this case the requirements 
for proceeding to a referendum appear to have been 
met subject to the proposed modifications being 
included in the NDP 
 
Alan Carr, Solicitor  
Tel: 01453754357 
Email: alan.carr@stroud.gov.uk  

Report Author 
 

Ricardo Rios, Neighbourhood Planning Officer 
Tel: 01453 754339 
Email: ricardo.rios@stroud.gov.uk  

Options Option 1 -  Make modifications to the ENDP in 
accordance with the examiner’s 
recommendations  
This is the option promoted by this report. It consists 
of accepting the recommendations made in the 
neighbourhood plan Examination Report, 
determining that the ENDP meets basic conditions 
and all legal requirements and should therefore, 
proceed to a referendum.   
This approach is considered to be the best option for 
progressing the plan prepared by the community 
without any unnecessary delay in the decision 
making process. 
 
Option 2 – Make a decision that differs from the 
examiner’s recommendation  
If the Council were to propose a decision that differs 
from the examiners recommendation, the Council is 
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advised to: 
1. notify all those identified on the Consultation 

Statement submitted by the Parish Council 
and invite representations, during a period of 
six weeks, 

2. refer the issue to a further independent 
examination if appropriate. 

The delay caused by further consultation and a 
potential re-examination of the ENDP would make 
the plan miss the scheduled August 2016 
referendum. As a consequence, the community 
could see the making of their NDP delayed until 
April 2017, in accordance with the neighbourhood 
planning timetable agreed by Council on the 19th 
November 2015.  
 
Option 3 -  Refuse the Plan 
The independent examination concluded that, once 
modified, the ENDP meets the basic conditions and 
should proceed to a referendum. Without robust 
grounds, which are not considered to be present in 
this case, refusing the plan could leave the Council 
vulnerable to a legal challenge.   

Performance 
Management Follow 
Up 

If a referendum is held and there is a vote in favour 
(50% plus 1) the ENDP will be referred to Council to 
be “made” (i.e. brought into force). Once made, the 
ENDP will form part of the development plan for the 
District and will be used to determine planning 
applications within the Eastington Neighbourhood 
Area.  

Background Papers/ 
Appendices 

Background Papers 

 Eastington  Neighbourhood Plan and 
submission documents  

 Adopted NDP Timetable  

 The basic conditions that neighbourhood 
plans must meet and other basic conditions  

 
Appendices 

 Appendix A – Examiner’s Report 

 Appendix B – Recommendation 15 - agreed 
wording  

 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

1. Neighbourhood planning was introduced through the Localism Act 2011. 
New powers allowed qualifying bodies (parish or town councils) to 
produce NDPs. NDPs allow communities to set planning policies for their 
area.  
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2. Once adopted, NDPs join the adopted Local Plan in the Council’s 
Development Plan. They must be considered when planning decisions 
are made, along with the Local Plan and national planning policy.   
 

3. Producing a NDP allows parish and town councils to increase the 
amount of Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) funds they receive from 
developments within their area from 15% to 25%. 
  

4. NDPs must be examined by a suitably qualified independent person, 
appointed by the Council and agreed by the qualifying body. 
Neighbourhood plans must also pass a referendum of local voters by a 
simple majority. If a plan passes referendum, the Council must make 
(adopt) it, unless it breaches EU obligations or human rights legislation. 
 
 
EASTINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 

5. The Eastington Neighbourhood Area was designated by resolution of the 
Council’s Environment Committee on 12th September 2013. 
 

6. The NDP was led by a steering group subordinate to Eastington Parish 
Council   (‘the qualifying body’).  

 

7. A submission version of the ENDP was accepted by the Council on 14
th 

January 2016, under regulation 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning 
(General) Regulations 2012 (as amended) (‘the regulations’). As 
prescribed by ‘the regulations’, the Council consulted on the plan for six 
weeks and arranged for the plan to be examined.  
 
EXAMINATION 
 

8. The Council appointed Ms Rosemary Kidd Dip TP, MRTPI as 
independent examiner of the ENDP. On reviewing the content of the 
proposed NDP and representations received as part of the consultation 
process, the examiner decided that the examination did not require a 
public hearing. 
 

9. The examination concluded on 28th April 2016 with the submission of the 
Examiner’s Report recommending that the ENDP, once modified, should 
proceed to a referendum.  

 
10. The examiner’s findings are set out in the Examiner’s Report (Appendix 

A).  The examiner only makes recommendations necessary to make the 
Plan meet the basic conditions and other legal requirements.  

  
11. Most of the examiner’s recommendations were laid out precisely with no 

room for interpretation. However, there are some exceptions, for 
example,  within Recommendation 15 the examiner requested the 
following: 
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 “…Add new text to refer to the transport assessment and the 
programme of agreed highway improvements.” and “Update 
the text in sections 8.1.5 to 8.1.11 to reflect the scheme that 
has been approved in the latest planning application.” 
 

12. Instructions such as these provide an element of flexibility and are 
subject to interpretation. Officers will continue to work closely with 
Eastington Parish Council to agree the wording relating to flexible 
instructions. Appendix B provides an example of where this has already 
been achieved.  
 

13. A summary of the recommended modifications is set out below:  
 

Policy/Section Summary of recommendation 

Paragraphs 1:5:1, 1:3:1, 5:0:2, 
5:0:5 and Section 7 

Modify wording for clarity and/or to 
better reflect national or local policy. 

Paragraphs  
1:3:4, 3:0:6, Employment & 
infrastructure objectives. 

Modify wording for clarity, to make it 
less restrictive and positively worded.  

Paragraph 5:0:7, and policies EP4, 
EP11 
 

Modify wording for clarity and/or to 
correct factual errors 

Policies EP1, EP6, EP8, EP10 Modify wording to ensure policy is 
positively worded and not overly 
restrictive and/or unduly onerous. 

Policies EP2, EP7, EP12 Modify wording for clarity and/or to 
better reflect national or local policy. 

Policies EP3, EP5 Delete policy  

Section 8.1 Update supporting text to reflect latest 
position. 

 
  
CONSIDERATION 

  
14. Now that the examination is complete, the Council is required to 

consider each of the examiners recommendations and the reasons for 
them and decide what action to take in response to each.  
 

15. Officers have reviewed the Examiner’s Report and agree with all the 
recommendations. Members are asked to authorise officers to make the 
modifications specified in the Examiner’s Report, the modifications 
specified in Appendix B and to progress the modified version of the plan 
to a referendum.  

 
16. The neighbourhood area matches the civic boundary of Eastington 

Parish; officers agree with the examiner’s recommendation that the 
referendum area should remain that of the Eastington Neighbourhood 
Area, as designated by the Council on 12 September 2013.  
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NEXT STEPS 

 

17. The Council must publish a statement setting out its decision and the 
reason for making it. 
 

18. Officers will need to modify the plan and produce a final version for the 
referendum. 

 
19. The decision on when to hold the referendum falls to the Council’s 

returning officer. The neighbourhood planning timetable, developed in 
consultation with the Council’s elections department, sets out that the 
earliest opportunity for a referendum is August 2016. 

 
20. If the plan passes referendum, the Council is required to make (adopt) it 

unless it breaches EU or Human Rights legislation. The Council’s 
scheme of delegation does not delegate this decision to officers or the 
Environment Committee, so the decision to make the plan will be made 
by full Council. This decision is expected to take place in October 2016. 
The plan cannot be modified at that stage. 
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Appendix B – Recommendation 15 - agreed wording  
 

8:1 WEST OF STONEHOUSE (WoS) STRATEGIC ALLOCATION 
8:1:1 On 19th November 2015 the Local Planning Authority formally adopted the Local Plan which 

includes a strategic allocation site known as “West of Stonehouse”.  In that plan a 250 acre 
site is identified for up to 1350 houses over the planning period 2015 – 2031. The strategic 
site is described as an “Urban Extension” to Stonehouse Town. Thirty per cent of the houses 
built will be “affordable” with the other 70% being market housing. The site is intended to 
have some local services and a primary school.  

 
8:1:2 As part of this development there will be 10 hectares of employment land providing 2000 

jobs.  The majority of this development will be in the Parish of Eastington.  Currently there 
are 650 houses (source: ONS Census 2011) in the parish with a population of around 1565 
people. This development in addition to the 650 homes in the parish will result in a total of 
2000 houses  and a population of approximately 4300 about two thirds of the current 
population of Stonehouse. 

 
8:1:3 This scale of development in the parish will have a significant impact on the communities of 

Eastington, Stonehouse and Standish. The affected communities will have to work together 
over the next three years to ensure this major increase in housing, population and traffic is 
properly managed and disruption to infrastructure is minimised.  The main areas of impact 
are identified below. 

 
8:1:4 The Local Plan describes this strategic site as an Urban Extension to Stonehouse. The 

strategic site however is separated from Stonehouse by a large industrial site and a Railway 
line. The only access to Stonehouse is via Oldends lane and over the level crossing and then 
through a single lane railway bridge. The alternative route is along the A419 to Horse Trough 
roundabout.  

 
8:1:5 The Inspectors report following the Local Plan examination in public states “The scale and 

mixed use nature of the proposal (WoS) provides the critical mass to create a viable 
sustainable urban extension, with its own essential services, whilst improving connectivity 
with Stonehouse town centre and its wider range of facilities would ensure that it is integrated 
with the existing settlement”. This proposal has now been granted outline planning 
permission and Eastington will work with Stonehouse Town Council to support the local 
planning authority and ensure that this key policy intention is delivered. 

 
8:1:6 The development proposes a new primary school to provide a one point five form entry 

primary school and accommodation for 94 pre school places as part of the development.  
Secondary education will be provided by Maidenhill or schools further afield.   

 
8:1:7 Up to 200 students are currently expected to  attend the secondary school in Stonehouse. 

The pedestrian route from the development to the school is along Oldends Lane and over the 
level crossing and then to the narrow pavement under the single track railway bridge.  

 
8:1:8 WoS will have a mixed use “local centre” comprising use classes, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, D1, D2 

and B1. This will provide a range of shops and services where an impact assessment in 
accordance with Local Plan Delivery Policy EI9 will ensure no significant adverse impact with 
existing shops and services in Alkerton and Stonehouse.,. We will be encouraging the local 
planning authority to consider this work at the earliest possible opportunity. 

 
8:1:9 The local planning authority has undertaken to protect the ancient settlements of Nastend 

and Nupend with Local Plan Policy SA2 with the inclusion of a “strategic landscaping buffer” 
to retain the unique character and setting of these two hamlets to prevent coalescence with 
the WoS settlement.   
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8:1:10 The objective of the planning application is to deliver a series of interlinked neighbourhoods 
providing housing, employment, social and recreational needs within an extensive 
landscaped framework. Green infrastructure physically separates and provides the setting for 
each neighbourhood, whilst preserving the setting of the existing communities, listed 
buildings and the network of green lanes”. 

 
8:1:11 Traffic is perhaps the most significant consideration. Already the A419 is heavily congested 

at peak times. The Sustainable Transport Assessment produced by Atkins for SDC on the 28 
May 2015 stated at paragraph 9.9: 

 
“In order to improve the sustainable transport provision at the site, significant improvements 
are required to the existing walking and cycling connections to local amenities.  

 
In particular, 

 
• the constriction caused by the level crossing on Oldends Lane needs to be 

addressed. 
 

• Cycle and pedestrian routes through the development will be required to ensure good 
connections to Nastend and Nupend and the town centre, Stroudwater Industrial 
Estate and Oldends Lane.  

 
• Footpath links from the development to the surrounding rural network, including 

improvements to the canal towpath will also help improve sustainable travel options. 
 

• Significant contributions towards bus services to improve existing bus frequencies 
and divert services into the site will be required, along with suitable bus stops, 
shelters and infrastructure to serve all areas of the development.  

 
• Contributions towards the provision of a new railway station at Storehouse will be 

required to ensure that travel by rail is an attractive and realistic option for the users of 
the development.” 

 
Eastington will work with Stonehouse Town Council and with the local planning authority and 
highways authority to seek improvements utilizing the policies in the Local Plan that underpin 
these requirements. 

 
8:1:12 The traffic impact assessment submitted in support of the outline application for the WoS 

development identified appropriate mitigation schemes for the locations where the 
development would otherwise have a “severe” impact. It has also identified appropriate 
development thresholds at which each of the schemes will need to be delivered. The 
proposed mitigation assumes   £4.36M of government funding to improve the A419 corridor, 
between Stonehouse and the M5, as part of the Gloucestershire Growth Deal. The A419 
corridor improvements are to include: 

o Chipmans Platt Roundabout - enlarge both the A419 east and westbound entries; 
o Oldends Lane roundabout - convert junction to signals with segregated left turning 

lane on eastbound entry, combine Bond’s Mill and Sperry road to one entry. 
o Downton Road signals - modify signal timings, convert current cyclist crossing 

infrastructure and Pelican crossing to a Toucan crossing. 
o Horsetrough Roundabout - convert junction to signals.  

 
8:1:16 The balance of population will switch from the Southern part of Eastington parish to the 

Northern part, with the A419 creating a strong division within the parish. It may be 
appropriate to review the parish boundary in years to come. The Parish Council will ensure 
the community is widely consulted in the event of a boundary review. 
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STROUD DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

16 JUNE 2016 

AGENDA 
ITEM NO 

 

9 
 

Report Title STROUD TOWN CENTRE NEIGHBOURHOOD 
PLAN: PROGRESS TO REFERENDUM 

Purpose of Report To inform councillors of progress regarding the 
Stroud Town Centre Neighbourhood Plan – Shaping 
the Heart of Stroud (STCNDP)  

Decision(s) The Committee RESOLVES: 
1. to accept all recommended modifications 

of the Examiner’s Report (Appendix A); 
2. that  the STCNDP, as modified, meets the 

basic conditions, is compatible with the 
Convention rights, complies with the 
definition of a neighbourhood 
development plan (NDP) and the 
provisions that can be made by a NDP; 

3. to extend the referendum area to the 
entire Stroud Town civil parish area; 

4. to take all appropriate actions to progress 
the STCNDP to referendum on the 11 of 
August 2016. 

Consultation and 
Feedback 

The STCNDP has been through two statutory 
consultations, Stroud Town Council undertook a pre-
submission consultation (Regulation 14) from 3rd 
October to 14th November 2015 and the Council 
undertook a post-submission consultation 
(Regulation 16) from 16th December to 03rd 
February 2016. Both consultations lasted no less 
than the six weeks required by the regulations. 
Stroud Town Council considered the comments 
received during the Regulation 14 consultation and 
made changes to the plan. The comments received 
during the Council’s Regulation 16 consultation were 
provided to the examiner of the plan who considered 
them during the examination. 
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Financial Implications 
and Risk Assessment 
 

The Government issued guidance in October 2014 
indicating that funding of £12m was available to 
local planning authorities to help them meet the cost 
of their responsibilities around Neighbourhood 
Planning.  A total of £20,000 can be claimed for 
each NP area.  This single payment will be made 
once a date is set for a referendum, following a 
successful examination.  
If Committee resolves to accept the examiner’s 
report and progress the plan to referendum, 
potential funding of £20,000 would be available. Any 
costs incurred in excess of this will have to be borne 
by the council.” 
 
David Stanley – Accountancy Manager 
Tel: 01453 754100 
Email: david.stanley@stroud.gov.uk 

Legal Implications 
 

The report and recommendations outline the current 
legal position with regard to the next stage in the 
process. The Council’s discretion with regard to 
proceeding to a referendum or otherwise  is strictly 
limited by statute and in this case the requirements 
for proceeding to a referendum appear to have been 
met subject to the proposed modifications being 
included in the NDP 
 
Alan Carr, Solicitor  
Tel: 01453754357 
Email: alan.carr@stroud.gov.uk  

Report Author 
 

Ricardo Rios, Neighbourhood Planning Officer 
Tel: 01453 754339 
Email: ricardo.rios@stroud.gov.uk  

Options Option 1 -  Make modifications to the STCNDP in 
accordance with the examiner’s 
recommendations  
This is the option promoted by this report. It consists 
of accepting the recommendations made in the 
neighbourhood plan examination report, determining 
that the STCNDP meets basic conditions and all 
legal requirements and should therefore, proceed to 
a referendum.   
This approach is considered to be the best option for 
progressing the plan prepared by the community 
without any unnecessary delay in the decision 
making process. 
 
Option 2 – Make a decision that differs from the 
examiner’s recommendation  
If the Council were to propose a decision that differs 
from the examiners recommendation, the Council is 
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advised to: 
1. notify all those identified on the consultation 

statement of the parish council and invite 
representations, during a period of six weeks, 

2. refer the issue to a further independent 
examination if appropriate. 

The delay caused by further consultation and a 
potential re-examination of the STCNDP would 
make the plan miss the scheduled August 2016 
referendum. As a consequence, the community 
could see the making of their NDP delayed until 
April 2017, in accordance with the neighbourhood 
planning timetable agreed by Council on the 19th 
November 2015.  
 
Option 3 -  Refuse the Plan 
The independent examination concluded that, once 
modified, the STCNDP meets the basic conditions 
and should proceed to a referendum. Without robust 
grounds, which are not considered to be present in 
this case, refusing the plan could leave the Council 
vulnerable to a legal challenge.   

Performance 
Management Follow 
Up 

If a referendum is held and there is a vote in favour 
(50% plus 1) STCNDP will be referred to Council to 
be “made” (i.e. brought into force). Once made, the 
STCNDP will form part of the development plan for 
the District and will be used to determine planning 
applications within the Stroud Town Centre 
Neighbourhood Area.  

Background Papers/ 
Appendices 

Background Papers 

 Stroud Town Centre Neighbourhood Plan – 
Shaping the Heart of Stroud - and submission 
documents  

 Adopted NDP Timetable  

 The basic conditions that neighbourhood 
Plans must meet and other basic conditions 

 
Appendices 

 Appendix A – Examiners Report 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

1. Neighbourhood planning was introduced through the Localism Act 2011. 
New powers allowed qualifying bodies (parish or town councils) to 
produce NDPs. NDPs allow communities to set planning policies for their 
area. 

  
2. Once adopted, NDPs join the adopted Local Plan in the Council’s 

Development Plan. They must be considered when planning decisions 
are made, along with the Local Plan and national planning policy.   
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3. Producing a NDP allows parish and town councils to increase the 
amount of Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) funds they receive from 
developments within their area from 15% to 25%.  
 

4. NDPs must be examined by a suitably qualified independent person, 
appointed by the Council and agreed by the qualifying body 
(Town/Parish Council). Neighbourhood plans must also pass a 
referendum of local voters by a simple majority. If a plan passes 
referendum, the Council must make (adopt) it, unless it breaches EU 
obligations or human rights legislation. 
 
STROUD TOWN CENTRE NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
– SHAPING THE HEART OF STROUD 
 

5. The Stroud Town Centre Neighbourhood Area was designated by 
resolution of the Council’s Environment Committee on 19th June 2014.  
 

6. The NDP was led by a steering group subordinate to Stroud Town 
Council   (‘the qualifying body’).  

 
7. A submission version of the STCNDP was accepted by the Council on 

9th December 2015, under regulation 15 of the Neighbourhood 
Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as amended) (‘the regulations’). 
As prescribed by ‘the regulations’, the Council consulted on the plan for 
six weeks and arranged for the plan to be examined.  
 
EXAMINATION 
 

8. The Council appointed Mr John Parmiter FRICS FRSA MRTPI as 
independent examiner of the STCNDP.  
 

9. A public hearing was held on 18th March 2016 at the Stroud Subscription 
Rooms. The examination concluded on 11th April 2016 with the 
submission of the Examiner’s Report recommending that the STCNDP, 
once modified, should proceed to a referendum.  

 
10. The examiner’s findings are set out in the Examiner’s Report (Appendix 

A).  The examiner only makes recommendations necessary to make the 
Plan meet the basic conditions and other legal requirements.  

 
11. As a result of the Town Council working closely with the District Council 

during the examination of the plan, all of the recommended modifications 
were laid out precisely with no room for interpretation. 
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12. A summary of the recommended modifications is set out below:  

 

Policy/Section Summary of recommendation 

AP4b, AP12b  
 

Not land use policies. 
Delete policies and re-use the wording as 
promotional statements.  

AP5a Modify policy wording and proposal’s map for 
clarity. 
Remove the area of Capel’s Mill from the notation 
on the proposal’s map 

AP5b, AP6, AP7, 
AP10, AP11, ZP4b 

Modify policy wording for clarity. 

AP9a Delete the final sentence of policy. 

ZP1a Modify policy wording to clarify its application. 
Annotate illustrations (pages 50 and 51) so their 
message is clear. 

ZP1b, ZP1c, ZP2a, 
ZP2c, ZP3, ZP4a, 
ZP4c 

These are not site allocations.  
Modify these policies so they are not read as such.   

ZP2b Delete annotations outside the neighbourhood area 
from the proposal’s map. 

Section 3.4 Create a new section - How the Town Council will 
help deliver the plan.  
Rename promotional policies as promotional 
statements  

 
CONSIDERATION 

  
13. Now that the examination is complete, the Council is required to 

consider each of the examiners recommendations and the reasons for 
them and decide what action to take in response to each.  

 
14. Officers have reviewed the examiner’s report and agree with all the 

recommendations. Members are asked to authorise officers to make the 
modifications specified in the Examiner’s Report and progress the 
modified version of the plan to a referendum. 

 
15. Because the plan’s boundary contains a limited number of residents and 

the consultation process during the preparation of the STCNDP involved 
the whole parish, officer’s recommend that the referendum area be 
extended to the whole of Stroud Town civic area. This recommendation 
is in line with the recommendation from the independent examiner and 
fully supported by the Town Council.  
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NEXT STEPS 

 

16. The Council must publish a statement setting out its decision and the 
reason for making it. 

 
17. Officers will need to modify the plan and produce a final version for the 

referendum. 
 
18. If the Council decides to extend the area for referendum it must publish a 

map for that area. 
 
19. The decision on when to hold the referendum falls to the Council’s 

returning officer. The neighbourhood planning timetable, developed in 
consultation with the Council’s elections department, sets out that the 
earliest opportunity for a referendum is August 2016. 

 
20. If the plan passes referendum, the Council is required to make (adopt) it 

unless it breaches EU or Human Rights legislation. The Council’s 
scheme of delegation does not delegate this decision to officers or the 
Environment Committee, so the decision to make the plan will be made 
by full Council. This decision is expected to take place in October 2016. 
The plan cannot be modified at that stage. 
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STROUD DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

16 JUNE 2016 

AGENDA 
ITEM NO 

 

10 
 

Report Title WHITESHILL & RUSCOMBE NEIGHBOURHOOD 
PLAN: PROGRESS TO REFERENDUM 

Purpose of Report To inform councillors of progress regarding the 
Whiteshill & Ruscombe Neighbourhood Plan 
(W&RNDP). 

Decision(s) The Committee RESOLVES: 
1. to accept all recommended modifications of 

the Examiner’s Report (Appendix A);   
2. that  the W&RNDP, as modified, meets the 

basic conditions, is compatible with the 
Convention rights, complies with the 
definition of a neighbourhood development 
plan (NDP) and the provisions that can be 
made by a NDP; and 

3. to take all appropriate actions to progress 
the plan to referendum on the 11 of August 
2016.  

Consultation and 
Feedback 

The W&RNDP has been through two statutory 
consultations, Whiteshill & Ruscombe Parish Council 
undertook a pre-submission consultation (Regulation 
14) from 10th September to 23rd October 2015 and the 
Council undertook a post-submission consultation 
(Regulation 16) from 20th January to 2nd March 2016. 
Both consultations lasted no less than the six weeks 
required by the regulations. 
Whiteshill & Ruscombe Parish Council considered the 
comments received during the Regulation 14 
consultation and made changes to the plan. The 
comments received during the Council’s Regulation 
16 consultation were provided to the examiner of the 
plan who considered them during the examination. 
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Financial 
Implications and 
Risk Assessment 
 

The Government issued guidance in October 2014 
indicating that funding of £12m was available to local 
planning authorities to help them meet the cost of their 
responsibilities around Neighbourhood Planning.  A 
total of £20,000 can be claimed for each NP area. 
 This single payment will be made once a date is set 
for a referendum, following a successful examination.  
If Committee resolves to accept the examiner’s report 
and progress the plan to referendum, potential funding 
of £20,000 would be available. Any costs incurred in 
excess of this will have to be borne by the council.” 
 
David Stanley – Accountancy Manager 
Tel: 01453 754100 
Email: david.stanley@stroud.gov.uk 

Legal Implications 
 

The report and recommendations outline the current 
legal position with regard to the next stage in the 
process. The Council’s discretion with regard to 
proceeding to a referendum or otherwise  is strictly 
limited by statute and in this case the requirements for 
proceeding to a referendum appear to have been met 
subject to the proposed modifications being included 
in the NDP 
 
Alan Carr, Solicitor  
Tel: 01453754357 
Email: alan.carr@stroud.gov.uk  

Report Author 
 

Ricardo Rios, Neighbourhood Planning Officer 
Tel: 01453 754339 
Email: ricardo.rios@stroud.gov.uk  

Options Option 1 -  Make modifications to the W&RNDP in 
accordance with the examiner’s recommendations  
This is the option promoted by this report. It consists 
of accepting the recommendations made in the 
neighbourhood plan Examination Report, determining 
that the W&RNDP meets basic conditions and all legal 
requirements and should therefore, proceed to a 
referendum.   
This approach is considered to be the best option for 
progressing the plan prepared by the community 
without any unnecessary delay in the decision making 
process. 
 
Option 2 – Make a decision that differs from the 
examiner’s recommendation  
If the Council were to propose a decision that differs 
from the examiners recommendation, the Council is 
advised to: 

1. notify all those identified on the Consultation 
Statement submitted by the Parish Council and 
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invite representations, during a period of six 
weeks, 

2. refer the issue to a further independent 
examination if appropriate. 

The delay caused by further consultation and a 
potential re-examination of the W&RNDP would make 
the plan miss the scheduled August 2016 referendum. 
As a consequence, the community could see the 
making of their NDP delayed until April 2017, in 
accordance with the neighbourhood planning 
timetable agreed by Council on the 19th November 
2015.  
 
Option 3 -  Refuse the Plan 
The independent examination concluded that, once 
modified, the W&RNDP meets the basic conditions 
and should proceed to a referendum. Without robust 
grounds, which are not considered to be present in 
this case, refusing the plan could leave the Council 
vulnerable to a legal challenge.   

Performance 
Management Follow 
Up 

If a referendum is held and there is a vote in favour 
(50% plus 1) the W&RNDP will be referred to Council 
to be “made” (i.e. brought into force). Once made, the 
W&RNDP will form part of the development plan for 
the District and will be used to determine planning 
applications within the Whiteshill & Ruscombe 
Neighbourhood Area.  

Background Papers/ 
Appendices 

Background Papers 

 Whiteshill & Ruscombe Neighbourhood Plan 
and submission documents  

 Adopted neighbourhood planning timetable  

 The basic conditions that neighbourhood Plans 
must meet and other basic conditions  

Appendices 

 Appendix A – Examiner’s Report 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

1. Neighbourhood planning was introduced through the Localism Act 2011. 
New powers allowed qualifying bodies (parish or town councils) to 
produce NDPs. NDPs allow communities to set planning policies for their 
area.  

 
2. Once adopted, NDPs join the adopted Local Plan in the Council’s 

Development Plan. They must be considered when planning decisions 
are made, along with the Local Plan and national planning policy.   

 
3. Producing a NDP allows parish and town councils to increase the 

amount of Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) funds they receive from 
developments within their area from 15% to 25%.  
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4. NDPs must be examined by a suitably qualified independent person, 

appointed by the Council and agreed by the qualifying body. 
Neighbourhood plans must also pass a referendum of local voters by a 
simple majority. If a plan passes referendum, the Council must make 
(adopt) it, unless it breaches EU obligations or human rights legislation. 
 
WHITESHILL & RUSCOMBE NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN 
 

5. The Whiteshill & Ruscombe Neighbourhood Area was designated by 
resolution of the Council’s Environment Committee on 12th September 
2013. 
 

6. The NDP was led by a steering group subordinate to Whiteshill & 
Ruscombe Parish Council (‘the qualifying body’).  

 
7. A submission version of the W&RNDP was accepted by the Council on 

8
th January 2016, under regulation 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning 

(General) Regulations 2012 (as amended) (‘the regulations’). As 
prescribed by ‘the regulations’, the Council consulted on the plan for six 
weeks and arranged for the plan to be examined.  
 
EXAMINATION 
 

8. The Council appointed Mr Andrew Ashcroft BA (Hons) MA, DMS, MRTPI 
as independent examiner of the W&RNDP. On reviewing the content of 
the proposed NDP and representations received as part of the 
consultation process, the examiner decided that the examination did not 
require a public hearing. 

 
9. The examination concluded on 18th April 2016 with the submission of the 

Examiner’s Report recommending that the W&RNDP, once modified, 
should proceed to a referendum. 

 
10. The examiner’s findings are set out in the Examiner’s Report (Appendix 

A).  The examiner only makes recommendations necessary to make the 
Plan meet the basic conditions and other legal requirements.   

 
11. As a result of the Parish Council working closely with the District Council 

during the examination of the W&RNDP, all of the recommended 
modifications were laid out precisely with no room for interpretation. 
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12. A summary of the recommended modifications is set out below:  

 

Policy/Section Summary of recommendation 

BE1 
 

 Delete unnecessary wording and remove the sites not 
referred in the plan from the diagram on page 20.  

BE2 Modify policy wording to clarify its application and prevent 
inappropriate consequences. 

LF1, LE1, NE1 Modify policy wording for clarity. 

LC1 Modify policy wording to make the policy positively 
worded and less restrictive in order to conform with basic 
conditions.  

  
CONSIDERATION 

  
13. Now that the examination is complete, the Council is required to 

consider each of the examiners recommendations and the reasons for 
them and decide what action to take in response to each.  

 
14. Officers have reviewed the Examiner’s Report and agree with all the 

recommendations. Members are asked to authorise officers to make the 
modifications specified in the report and progress the modified version of 
the plan to a referendum.  

 
15. The neighbourhood area matches the civic boundary of Whiteshill & 

Ruscombe Parish; officers agree with the examiner’s recommendation 
that the referendum area should remain that of the Whiteshill & 
Ruscombe Neighbourhood Area, as designated by the Council on 12 
September 2013.  

 
NEXT STEPS 

 

16. The Council must publish a statement setting out its decision and the 
reason for making it. 

 
17. Officers will need to modify the plan and produce a final version for the 

referendum. 
 
18. The decision on when to hold the referendum falls to the Council’s 

returning officer. The neighbourhood planning timetable, developed in 
consultation with the Council’s elections department, sets out that the 
earliest opportunity for a referendum is August 2016. 

 
19. If the plan passes referendum, the Council is required to make (adopt) it 

unless it breaches EU or Human Rights legislation. The Council’s 
scheme of delegation does not delegate this decision to officers or the 
Environment Committee, so the decision to make the plan will be made 
by full Council. This decision is expected to take place in October 2016. 
The plan cannot be modified at that stage. 
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STROUD DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

16 JUNE 2016 

AGENDA 
ITEM NO 

 

11 
 

Report Title NAILSWORTH CRTBO: PROGRESS TO 
REFERENDUM 

Purpose of Report To inform councillors of progress regarding the 
Nailsworth Community Right to Build Order 
(NCRTBO)  

Decision(s) The Committee RESOLVES: 
1. to accept all recommended modifications 

of the Examiner’s Report (Appendix A); 
and 

2. to take all appropriate actions to progress 
the plan to referendum on the 11 of 
August 2016;  

Consultation and 
Feedback 

The proposal has been through two statutory 
consultations, Nailsworth Community Land Trust 
(NCLT) undertook a pre-submission consultation 
(Regulation 21) from 5th October to 16th December 
2015 and the Council undertook a post-submission 
consultation (Regulation 23) from 27th January to 9th 
March 2016. Both consultations lasted no less than 
the six weeks required by the regulations. 
NCLT considered the comments received during the 
Regulation 21 consultation and made changes to 
the plan. The comments received during the 
Council’s Regulation 23 consultation were provided 
to the examiner of the proposal who considered 
them during the examination. 

Financial Implications 
and Risk Assessment 
 

The Government issued guidance in October 2014 
indicating that funding of £12m was available to 
local planning authorities to help them meet the cost 
of their responsibilities around Neighbourhood 
Planning.  A total of £20,000 can be claimed for 
each NP area.  This single payment will be made 
once a date is set for a referendum, following a 
successful examination.  
If Committee resolves to accept the examiner’s 
report and progress the proposal to referendum, 
potential funding of £20,000 would be available. Any 
costs incurred in excess of this will have to be borne 
by the council.” 
David Stanley – Accountancy Manager 
Tel: 01453 754100 
Email: david.stanley@stroud.gov.uk 
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Legal Implications 
 

This report accurately outlines the legal position of 
the Council in dealing with the CRTBO. The Council 
is in a position as current landowner to include 
further controls on the development of the land 
through the land sale transaction 
 
Alan Carr, Solicitor 
Tel: 01453 754357 
Email alan.carr@stroud.gov.uk 

Report Author 
 

Ricardo Rios, Neighbourhood Planning Officer 
Tel: 01453 754339 
Email: ricardo.rios@stroud.gov.uk  

Options In respect of a CRTBO the Examiner’s report is 
binding. If the Examiner’s report recommends that 
the draft order is refused, the Council must refuse 
the proposal. If the examiner’s report recommends 
the draft order is submitted to a referendum (with or 
without modifications) a referendum must be held on 
the making by the authority of a CRTBO. 

Performance 
Management Follow 
Up 

If a referendum is held and there is a vote in favour 
(50% plus 1) NCRTBO will be referred to Council to 
be “made” (i.e. brought into force). By being ‘made’ 
the CRTBO in effect grants planning permission for 
the proposal.  

Background Papers/ 
Appendices 

Background Papers 

 NCRTBO and submission documents   

 Adopted neighbourhood planning timetable   

 The basic conditions that Community Right to 
Build Orders must meet and other basic 
conditions  

 
Appendices 

 Appendix A – Examiners Report 

 Appendix B – Modified CRTBO 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

1. Neighbourhood planning was introduced through the Localism Act 2011. 
New powers allowed qualifying bodies (parish/town councils and 
community groups) to produce CRTBOs. CRTBOs allow communities to 
grant planning permission for developments they want or need.  

2. CRTBOs must be examined by a suitably qualified independent person, 
appointed by the Council and agreed by the qualifying body. CRTBOs 
must also pass a referendum of local voters by a simple majority. If a 
proposal passes referendum, the Council must make (adopt) it, unless it 
breaches EU obligations or human rights legislation. 
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NAILSWORTH CRTBO 
 

3. Nailsworth was designated as a neighbourhood area under delegated 
authority on 16th June 2015.  
 

4. The Nailsworth Community Land Trust (NCLT) is the qualifying body 
leading the NCRTBO. The NCLT was initiated by Nailsworth Town 
Council to develop and manage affordable homes as well as other 
assets important to the community. 

 
5. The proposal is for 10 new affordable homes on land at 

Lawnside/Bunting Hill, Nailsworth, Gloucestershire. These will comprise 
6 x 1 bedroomed, two person homes, arranged in maisonettes, and; 4 x 
2 bedroomed, four person homes and 15 car parking spaces.  

 
6. The need for this housing was established by a Housing Needs Survey 

commissioned by Nailsworth Town Council and run by the 
Gloucestershire Rural Community Council. 

 
7. NCLT will eventually become the owner of the land with the title 

transferred to it by Stroud District Council for the sum of £1. The 
Community Right to Build Order will grant planning permission for this 
development. The proposed affordable housing is being provided by 
Aster Homes, a Registered Provider and that will be the development 
partner for NCLT. Aster Homes are funding the CRTBO and the resulting 
development and will maintain and manage the completed homes along 
a 125 year lease. 

 
8. The Council approved the transfer of the land on the basis that 100% 

affordable housing for local people will be provided and is naturally 
looking to build in safeguards as landowner in the event that proves not 
to be the case. However, to avoid restrictions within the land transfer 
causing problems for the Registered Provider in securing finance against 
the land, the Council has suggested a voluntary S.106 agreement linked 
to claw-back provisions. 

 
9. A submission version of the NCRTBO was accepted by the Council on 

18th January 2016, under regulation 22 of the Neighbourhood 
Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as amended) (‘the regulations’). 
As prescribed by ‘the regulations’, the Council consulted on the proposal 
for six weeks and arranged for the CRTBO to be examined.  

 
10. The Council has endeavoured to assist in the preparation of a draft S106 

Agreement. A draft agreement was sent to the relevant parties on 26th 
April 2016. However, NCRTBO and Aster Homes have not been able to 
progress the agreement.  
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EXAMINATION 
 

11. The Council appointed M Clare Wright MA PG Dip (BRS) MRTPI MILM 
as independent examiner of the NCRTBO. On reviewing the CRTBO 
proposal and representations received as part of the consultation 
process, the examiner decided hat the examination did not require a 
public hearing. 

 
12. The examiner’s findings are set out in the Examiner’s Report (Appendix 

A).  The examiner only makes recommendations necessary to make the 
Plan meet the basic conditions and other legal requirements.   

 
13. As a result of the NCLT working closely with the District Council and the 

local community during the development of the CRTBO, the proposed 
development was not altered by the few modifications recommended by 
the examiner.   

 
14. Most of the examiner’s recommendations were laid out in a flexible 

manner. Officers have worked closely with NCLT to agree the wording 
relating to these instructions; these can be seen in Appendix B. 

 
15. A summary of the recommended modifications is set out below:  

 

Section Summary of recommendation 

1.0 Introduction Refer to constitution of the NCLT and reference to 
the full constitution in the Appendices. 

2.0 Consultation 
Statement 

Include a summary of the engagement and 
consultation events, publicity and outcomes from 
inception of the NCLT leading to the NCRTBO. 

4.0 The Order: 
Description of 
Development  

Include the conditions in full in a separate section 
9.0 Conditions. 
Modify condition removing permitted development 
rights. 

9.0 Conditions Add recommended conditions ‘a’ to ‘g’. 

 
 
  
CONSIDERATION 

  
16. Now that the examination is complete, the Council is required to 

consider each of the examiners recommendations and the reasons for 
them and decide what action to take in response to each.  

 
17. Officers have reviewed the examiner’s report and agree with all the 

recommendations. The examiner’s recommendation is legally binding, 
therefore Members are asked to authorise officers to make the 
modifications specified in the Examiner’s Report and progress the 
modified version of the CRTBO to a referendum. 
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18. The neighbourhood area matches the civic boundary of Nailsworth; 
officers agree with the examiner’s recommendation that the referendum 
area should remain that of the Nailsworth Neighbourhood Area, as 
designated on 16 June 2015.  

 
 
 

NEXT STEPS 

 

19. The Council must publish a statement setting out its decision and the 
reason for making it. 

 
20. Officers will need to modify the CRTBO and produce a final version for 

the referendum. 
 
21. The decision on when to hold the referendum falls to the Council’s 

returning officer. The neighbourhood planning timetable, developed in 
consultation with the Council’s elections department, sets out that the 
earliest opportunity for a referendum is August 2016. 

 
22. If the CRTBO passes referendum, the Council is required to make 

(adopt) it unless it breaches EU or Human Rights legislation. The 
Council’s scheme of delegation does not delegate this decision to 
officers or the Environment Committee, so the decision to make the 
CRTBO will be made by full Council. This decision is expected to take 
place in October 2016. The proposal cannot be modified at that stage. 
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Report Title COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL) 
DRAFT CHARGING SCHEDULE UPDATE  

Purpose of Report To agree submission of a draft CIL charging 
schedule for examination. 

Decision(s) Committee resolves to:- 
Approve the Draft CIL Charging Schedule set out 
in Appendix A for submission, subject to the 
agreement of Strategy and Resources 
Committee. 

Consultation and 
Feedback 

Public consultation took place on a Preliminary Draft 
Charging Schedule in February 2014 and on the 
Draft Charging Schedule in April-June 2016. 
Consultation responses received have been 
considered as part of the development of the Draft 
CIL Charing Schedule. Consultation has been 
undertaken with the promoters of the Local Plan 
strategic allocations and service providers regarding 
infrastructure requirements in February 2016. 

Financial Implications 
and Risk Assessment 
 

There are no direct financial implications arising 
from this report. 
 
As the report sets out, the Community Infrastructure 
Levy will replace most of the Section 106 ‘tariff’ 
approach. The charging schedule needs to be 
considered carefully to ensure adequate resource is 
available to fund new or improved infrastructure, 
whilst maintaining the viability of development within 
the district.  
 
David Stanley/Accountancy Manager 
Tel: 01453 754100 
Email: david.stanley@stroud.gov.uk  
 
There is a risk that should the levy be set too low, 
there will not be sufficient resources to fund the 
required infrastructure. There is a risk that should 
the levy be set too high, in order for schemes to 
remain economically viable, the affordable housing 
component (which lies outside CIL) could be 
reduced or removed. 
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Legal Implications 
 

The Council must take into account the consultees’ 
representations in deciding whether to submit the 
draft charging schedule.  If the draft schedule is 
modified following the public consultation, the 
Council must before submitting the draft schedule 
and accompanying statutory documents to the 
examiner, send a copy of the statement of 
modifications to those it consulted on the preliminary 
draft charging schedule and publish the statement of 
modifications on its website.  The draft charging 
schedule must be examined by an independent 
examiner in accordance with the Planning Act 2008 
and associated regulations.   
 
Karen Trickey, Legal Services Manager  
Tel: 01453 754369  
Email: karen.trickey@stroud.gov.uk  

Report Author 
 

Mark Russell, Planning Strategy Manager 
Tel: 01453 754305 
Email: mark.russell@stroud.gov.uk  

Options Options are: 
1. approve the draft CIL charging schedule for 
submission; or 
2. modify the contents of the draft CIL charging 
schedule in the light of consultation responses for 
submission. 

Performance 
Management Follow 
Up 

Key stages of the CIL programme will be subject to 
future reports to both Planning Review Panel and 
Environment Committee. Council will approve the 
CIL charging schedule following examination for 
implementation. The setting up of CIL will require a 
monitoring mechanism and for regular reports on 
income generated from CIL to be reported to the 
appropriate Council meeting. 

Background Papers/ 
Appendices 

Appendix A – CIL Draft Charging Schedule 
To follow - Consultation responses received on the 
Draft Charging Schedule  
Background reports: 
Environment Committee Report 31 March 2016 
Local Plan Viability Study (August 2013); CIL 
Viability Study: An Annex to Stroud Local Plan 
Viability Study (Jan 2014); CIL Viability Update 
Study (March 2016); Infrastructure Delivery Plan 
(October 2014) with subsequent supporting position 
statements (March 2016). 
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1. BACKGROUND 

 
1.1 The purpose of the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is “to ensure 

that costs incurred in providing infrastructure to support the development 
of an area can be funded (wholly or partly) by owners or developers of 
land” (Section 205, Planning Act 2008). CIL enables the local planning 
authority to charge a tariff on most new development. This goes into a 
locally-held fund it administers and uses to pay for infrastructure which is 
needed as a result of permitting development in its area. 
 

1.2 A statutory CIL Charging Schedule is subject to formal public 
consultation and examination.  The Charging Schedule sets out the 
amount to be levied from various types of development together with a 
list of infrastructure schemes that may require CIL funding. 
 

2. PUBLIC CONSULTATION 
 

2.1 In March 2016 Environment Committee resolved to approve the Draft 
Charging Schedule for publication for the purposes of public 
consultation.  
 

2.2 Consultation commenced on 27 April 2016 and ended on 8 June 2016. 
Details of the nature and content of the public consultation responses 
received will be reported at the meeting for consideration. 
 

2.3 In the light of consultation responses received, Committee can decide 
whether to propose any modifications to the Draft Charging Schedule 
before submitting it for examination. 
 

2.4 The introduction of CIL will be a new way that this Council collects 
money to pay for infrastructure. The collection and distribution of monies 
will be a complex process involving the Council making decisions on 
infrastructure priorities to support jobs and growth and close liaison with 
external partners, including the County Council and parish councils. 
 

2.5 Before the Council submits the Draft Charging Schedule for examination, 
it is recommended that Strategy and Resources Committee considers 
the Schedule and financial arrangements for the collection and 
distribution of CIL. 
 

3. NEXT STEPS 
 

3.1 If the Council considers that no modifications need to be made to the 
Draft Charging Schedule after having considered the results of public 
consultation, then the Draft CIL Charging Schedule, together with the 
responses received, will be submitted to an independent examiner for 
examination. 
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3.2 If the Council wishes to make modifications to the Draft Charging 
Schedule in the light of public consultation, then a statement of 
modifications must be submitted with the Draft Charging Schedule and 
published for at least four weeks of further public consultation.  
 

3.3 The independent examiner will consider whether the Council has 
complied with legal requirements and that the appropriate available 
evidence is sufficient to justify the CIL Charging Schedule. 
 

3.4 It is anticipated that the examination will take four months, before the 
Council is in a position to approve CIL for implementation at the end of 
2016. 
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